
 (Air Force Senior Master Sgt. Michael Baleto) Her unwavering dedication to duty has proven to be an excep-
tional asset to the DEOMI Human Resources Department. Her remarkable results will have an enduring impact 
on DEOMI’s reputation as the only premiere Department of Defense and Department of Homeland Security 
Center of Excellence for Human Relations and research. Moore is an exceptionally strong Noncommissioned 
Officer and next-generation leader with an eye for details, dedicated to improving herself, mentoring others, & 
embracing the duties and mission of DEOMI.

What’s something unique about you? (Hobbies, Dreams, Goals, Why you joined the (Branch of Service)

What’s your favorite part of being assigned to DEOMI?

Tell us a little about your job?

What makes PO1 Moore such an outstanding Service Member?

Determined to follow in the footsteps of her uncle Personnel Specialist First Class Lidya C. Moore joined the 
United States Navy in 2009. While serving, she discovered a passion for film and has dedicated countless 
hours to raising awareness to the rare skin condition, Vitiligo. She has since written, directed and produced the 
first ever film about the skin disorder. Moore is a devoted advocate for the Vitiligo community and is humbled 
by the voice given that she utilizes to speak out against the unfortunate issues surrounding people diagnosed 
with the skin condition. Through film, she hopes to produce inspiration that will pose a positive impact on soci-
ety and bring all people of all genera together.

As Administrative Assistant for DEOMI Human Resource Department, Moore is accountable for tasks ranging 
from processing military/civilian correspondence, awards, producing/revising command policy memorandums 
and Standard Operating Procedures. Her other duties include retirements/separations, processing in and out 
bound service members, maintaining various tracking systems and the management of approximately 11 pro-
grams in support of 1,000 joint staff and students. As the Navy students administrative point of contact, Moore 
is also responsible for all pay and personnel transactions.

Moore’s favorite part of being assigned to DEOMI is serving the only institution of the Armed Forces that 
profoundly communicates the importance of diversity and inclusivity. DEOMI has further ignited her purpose 
in bringing awareness to not only the workplace, but also our society’s need for diversity and inclusion. Being 
able to play an intricate part of the institutions history, educating service members from all branches of service 
and increasing awareness of diversity has been truly a privilege and honor for her.


